Gst on electricity
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Is gst applicable on electricity bill ? What is the rate ?
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No.... GST not applicable for Electricity Bill... It's out of GST also called Non-GST Supply.
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No.... GST not applicable for Electricity Bill... It's out of GST also called Non-GST Supply. By RAJA P M.
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Electricity is outside the ambit of GST. Transmission or distribution of electricity by an electricity transmission or distribution utility.

31 December 2017

Electricity transmission and electricity distribution services are classifiable under headings 996911 and 996912. GST is very much applicable to the transmission and/or distribution of electricity as a supply of service. However, the service of the transmission and/or distribution of electricity is exempted vide entry No. 25 of notification 12/2017-0 Central Tax dated 28th June 2017.
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